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Will 2014 be the year new industrial supply ramps up? The answer is, “kind of”. Without additional new
construction, certain markets would start to report shortages of space—something that industry professionals in
some isolated markets are currently reporting. The following article, provided by one of Cohen Asset
Management’s research providers, examines the impact on construction in the nation's industrial sector.
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U.S. Industrial Construction: Will New Supply Ramp Up in 2014?
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One of the most striking features of the recent
recession and subsequent recovery has been the
impact on construction in the nation's industrial
sector. In the first year of the recession, the nation's
industrial sector actually saw robust construction
above the long-term average, with over 200 million
square feet (msf) of new space completed. Starting
in 2009, as the recession deepened and industrial
rents plummeted—in some cases by more than
40%, peak to trough—projects were put on hold or
canceled entirely, and completions that year fell to
only around 81 msf. This 60% drop in one year
represents the steepest fall in new construction the
industrial sector has ever seen, while the level
matches the historical record low from the
recession of the early 1990s; with rents falling
through 2011, it only got worse. The all-time
record low level for construction—just 26 msf
completed—was set in 2010, and new construction
has simply floundered around the bottom. In 2013,
CBRE EA Sum of Markets absorption came in at
233 msf, representing the nation's strongest year
since 2005, yet construction added only 66 msf of
space. The huge imbalance between demand and
supply has caused the availability rate to fall by
140 bps in 2013. Being that the imbalance cannot

continue indefinitely (as eventually the market
would run out of space), will the industrial market
start to see more normalized levels of construction
in 2014?
Ask what it would take to start a speculative
project, and any developer will tell you they need
assurance that enough revenue to justify the
project's expense will be collected. During the
recession, with national industrial rents down
nearly 20%, this became increasingly difficult;
however, with rents now rising and expected to
exceed 4% this year—a rate above inflation—
speculative building will start to become more
attractive.
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Real rents are the most important factor in setting
growth rates in new construction—rent levels need
to justify the cost of building new facilities.
Inflation-adjusted rent growth will finally turn
positive on an annualized basis in 2013, for the first
time since 2006. Historically, real rents have
always trended down as newer construction
methods and technologies and lower interest rates
have allowed new facilities to be built for lower
cost in real terms, allowing their construction even
when real rents are lower. That said, current real
rents remain well below the low set after the 2001
recession, and they will have to rise faster in order
to justify new construction.
National numbers can sometimes be misleading, as
not all markets improve at the same pace. Some
markets are now fully recovered, their availability
rates having fully corrected to pre-recession levels.
Without additional new construction, these markets
would start to report shortages of space—
something that industry professionals in some
isolated markets are reporting. In fact, several
markets—including some of the larger markets
such as Denver and Detroit—are now reporting
availability rates that are below pre-recession lows.

demand of 2013, however, has taken up much of
the slack in the industrial sector, and if 2014 were
to see another year of little construction with
similar demand growth, we would quickly see
shortages across a wide array of markets. To be
sure, with the nation’s availability rate is still above
where it was as the recession started; slack
remains, but the time for new construction is now.
In 2014, new construction is likely to break the
100msf mark for the first time since 2008; this is
still low by historical standards, however, and with
demand running at nearly double that level, more
construction projects will be needed to satisfy what
is expected to be a year of continued healthy
demand growth.
Will 2014 be the year new supply ramps up? The
answer is, “kind of”. This year will certainly see
the most new construction in about six years, but it
will be low by historical standards. Though they
are climbing, in many markets real rent levels
remain too low to justify major investment in
speculative construction. Even with rents
recovered in some markets, there is always a lag
before construction can really ramp up. The new
construction we do see this year will likely be
concentrated in those markets where availability is
back to pre-recession rates, and rents are rising
more rapidly; but a full national recovery in
industrial construction is still more than a year off.

The past year was remarkable with respect to
industrial demand. With all of the important
economic drivers for the industrial sector (trad
growth, inventory growth, industrial production)
firing on all cylinders, it is reasonable to think
demand in 2014 will remain robust. The robust
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